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ABSTRACT
Research into (semi-)supervised clustering has been increas-
ing. Supervised clustering aims to group similar data that
are partially guided by the user’s supervision. In this super-
vised clustering, there are many choices for formalization.
For example, as a type of supervision, one can adopt labels
of data points, must/cannot links, and so on. Given a real
clustering task, such as grouping documents or image seg-
mentation, users must confront the question “How should
we mathematically formalize our task?” To help answer this
question, we propose the classification of real clusterings into
absolute and relative clusterings, which are defined based on
the relationship between the resultant partition and the data
set to be clustered. This categorization can be exploited to
choose a type of task formalization.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—
Data mining ; I.5.3 [Pattern Recognition]: Clustering—
Algorithms

General Terms
Algorithms and Experimentation

1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of (semi-)supervised clustering is to partition a

data set under the user’s supervision [17, 9, 18, 2]. Various
types of problem formalizations as well as algorithms have
been proposed as methods of supervised clustering. For ex-
ample, users represent their preferences for grouping struc-
tures by labels [20]. Data points that are assigned the same
label are grouped into the same cluster, and data with differ-
ent labels are separated into different clusters. Another way
of implementing the user’s supervision is to use must/cannot
links [17]. A must link indicates that a pair of linked data
should be clustered together, while cannot-linked data pairs
should be separated into different clusters. When a user
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tries to formalize a given task in the real world as a mathe-
matical problem, he/she has many choices in several compo-
nents of supervised clustering, such as, the formats of input
examples, the types of supervision, information provided by
features, and the goal of learning.

To help user’s choose among from various alternatives, we
classify real clustering tasks into two categories: absolute
and relative clustering. For each category, some choices of
formalization are axiomatically constrained. For example,
a supervision task using labels is not allowed when formal-
izing a relative clustering task. Therefore, considering the
categorization is helpful for a user to select appropriate for-
malization candidates.

Intuitively speaking, in the determination of whether two
objects are assigned to the same cluster or not, the cluster-
ing task is absolute if the determination is independent of
other objects; if not, the task is relative. We give exam-
ples of each type. A reference matching task is an exam-
ple of absolute clustering tasks [5]. The goal of this task
is to group reference strings into clusters of multiple real
references to persons or documents consisting of the same
entity. Citation strings can differ greatly, even when refer-
ring to the same paper. For example, the phrase “Knowl-
edge Discovery and Data Mining” can be written as “KDD.”
Two strings, “A. Turing” and “Alan Turing,” refer to the
same person. Further, the order of fields may change, e.g.,
Author→ · · · →Year or Author→Year→ · · · . To carry out
this reference matching task, the sameness of an entity must
be detected even if the citation strings are different. Note
that the task of identifying the sameness of entities in the
real world is also called “record linkage” or “identity uncer-
tainty.” In this clustering task, if any two strings truly refer
to the same entity, they must be clustered together, indepen-
dently from information in any other strings in the data set.
Consequently, reference matching is an absolute clustering
task.

A noun coreference task is an example of relative cluster-
ing tasks. The aim of this task is to group noun phrases in a
document into clusters of phrases corresponding to the same
entity or concept [8]. For example, in a news article, if one
determines that the phrases, “Mr. Abe,”“the prime minister
of Japan,” and“he” represent the same person, these phrases
are clustered together. To show that this task is a kind of
relative clustering, we represent the following example with
three sentences:

• [A] There is (1)a parent turtle.

• [B] On (2)this turtle, there is (3)a child turtle.



• [C] On (4)this turtle, there is (5)a grandchild turtle.

For a document consisting of sentences [A], [B], and [C], five
phrases are partitioned into three clusters: {(1), (2)}, {(3),
(4)}, and {(5)}. These three clusters represent“a parent tur-
tle,”“a child turtle,” and “a grandchild turtle,” respectively.
In this case, the phrases (1) and (4) are assigned to different
clusters. We next eliminate sentence [B] and consider the
document consisting of [A] and [C]. The resultant clusters
are changed to {(1), (4)} and {(5)}, and the phrases (1) and
(4) are now assigned to the same cluster. That is to say, the
determination of whether phrases (1) and (4) are assigned to
the same cluster depends on the existence of phrases (2) and
(3) in the document. Consequently, this noun coreference is
a relative clustering task.

Depending on whether the real clustering task is absolute
or relative, the following three points must be considered
in order to formalize the task as a mathematical problem:
the formats of the input examples, the types of supervi-
sion, and information provided by the features. Based on
the input format and the goal of the algorithm, we classify
supervised clustering problems into three types: transduc-
tive, semi-supervised, and fully supervised. We show that
absolute and relative clustering tasks should be formalized
as semi-supervised and fully supervised clustering problems,
respectively. We then explain why supervision using labels is
not appropriate for the formalization of a relative clustering
task. Further, we discuss what kind of information features
should represent to perform an absolute or a relative clus-
tering task. By determining whether the targeted real task
is absolute or relative, a user can appropriately formalize it.

In section 2, we formally state the notion of absolute and
relative clustering tasks, and show examples of them. In sec-
tion 3, we propose the categorization of supervised clustering
problems. In section 4, we discuss how the distinction be-
tween an absolute and a relative task affects input formats,
types of supervision, and design approaches of attributes.
Section 5 summarizes our discussion.

2. ABSOLUTE CLUSTERING AND RELA-
TIVE CLUSTERING

We have shown intuitive definitions of absolute and rela-
tive clustering tasks. While the assignments of objects in an
absolute clustering task are unconditional, relative cluster-
ing depends on the composition of the object set. We here
give a more formal definition of absolute and relative cluster-
ing tasks, which we intuitively described above. A universal
object set is a population of all possible objects and is de-
noted by X . An object set is X = {x1, . . . ,xN} ⊂ X , where
N is the number of objects and x1, . . . ,xN are objects that
are generally represented by features. A partition of X is
composed of exhaustive and disjoint subsets of X, and is
denoted by CX = {c1, . . . , cK}, such that X = c1 ∪ · · · ∪ cK
and ci ∩ cj = ∅, i �= j, where c1, . . . , cK are clusters and K is
the number of clusters. The function δ({xi,xj}, CX) takes
1 if the objects xi and xj , i �= j, are in the same cluster in
the partition CX ; otherwise, it takes 0.

A clustering function, π(X), deterministically maps a given
object set, X, into a partition, CX . We use the term “task”
to represent tasks in the real world, such as reference match-
ing or noun coreference in the introduction, and the term
“problem”to represent mathematically formalized problems.
For a specific clustering task, X corresponds to the formal

representation of entities to be clustered in the task and CX

corresponds to the appropriate partition that fits for the
goal of the task; then a clustering function that maps the
X into the CX is called a true clustering function, which is
denoted by π∗. A (supervised) clustering problem is to find
an estimated clustering function, π̂(X), that best approxi-
mates a true function among candidate clustering functions.
To carry out a clustering task in the real world, we have to
formalize it as a corresponding mathematical problem.

Given these definitions, notions of absolute and relative
clustering tasks are defined as follows:

Definition 1. The true clustering function, π∗(X), cor-
responds to the target task in the real world. If the function
satisfies the condition of equation (1), the task that corre-
sponds to this function is called absolute clustering; other-
wise, it is called relative clustering.

δ({xi,xj}, π∗(X)) = δ({xi,xj}, π∗(X ′)),
∀xi,xj ∈ X ∩X ′, xi �=xj ,

∀X,X ′ ⊆ X . (1)

In other words, for any determination of whether the ob-
jects xi and xj are assigned to the same cluster or not, the
determination is not dependent on the object set to be clus-
tered, but is dependent only on the objects xi and xj . In
this case, the clustering function corresponds to the absolute
clustering task.

An absolute clustering task is also defined by using the
following notion of an absolute partition.

Definition 2. A partition of a universal object set X is
an absolute partition, C, if it satisfies the condition:

δ({xi,xj}, π∗(X)) = δ({xi,xj}, C),
∀xi,xj ∈ X, xi �=xj ,

∀X ⊆ X . (2)

A true clustering function corresponds to an absolute clus-
tering task if and only if there exists an absolute partition.
A simple proof is as follows:
If the condition of equation (1) is satisfied, π∗(X ′) is an
absolute partition under X ′ = X . Inversely, if equation (2)
is satisfied for any X and X ′, equation (1) is also satisfied,
because

δ({xi,xj}, π∗(X)) = δ({xi,xj}, C) = δ({xi,xj}, π∗(X ′)).

An absolute clustering task has the following property:
If the true clustering function π∗(X) corresponds to an
absolute clustering task, the must link satisfies transitiv-
ity for any X ∈ X . The must link between xi and xj

implies δ({xi,xj}, π∗(X)) = 1. For any two object sets,
X1 and X2, that have an object x1 in common, two ob-
jects, x1,x2 ∈ X1, are connected by a must link, and
x1,x3 ∈ X2 are must-linked too, i.e., δ({x1,x2}, π∗(X1)) =
1 and δ({x1,x3}, π∗(X2)) = 1. Together with equa-
tion (1), these links imply δ({x1,x2}, π∗(X1 ∪X2)) = 1 and
δ({x1,x3}, π∗(X1∪X2)) = 1. Therefore, δ({x2,x3}, π∗(X1∪
X2)) = 1 holds due to the definition of a must link. How-
ever, if π∗(X) corresponds to a relative clustering task, this
function does not have this property, because equation (1)
is violated.

2.1 Further Examples of Absolute and Rela-
tive Clustering Tasks



In the introduction, we showed that reference matching
problems are absolute and that noun coreference problems
are relative. Below we show additional examples.

The goal of an image segmentation [9] is to divide a set
of image primitives (e.g., pixels, line segments) into clus-
ters that correspond to the same real entity. For example,
for a portrait image, pixels that represent a specific person
are clustered together. Whether two pixels belong to the
same region or not depends on the other pixels around these
two. Therefore, image segmentation is considered a relative
clustering task.

Document clustering can be classified into two cases. In
the first case, the categorization of topics is given in ad-
vance and fixed. If clusters consist of documents on the same
topic, each topic in the fixed categorization corresponds to
one cluster in an absolute partition. This type of document
clustering is the absolute type [20]. In the second case, there
are multiple kinds of topic categorizations, and documents
are clustered based on one of the categorizations that would
best appropriately summarize the document set. Consider
the documents of biology. If a topic of half of a number of
documents is mammalian and that of the other half is rep-
tilian, it would be appropriate to cluster the documents into
mammalian and reptilian topics. However, a topic of all doc-
uments is mammalian, it would not be appropriate to gather
all documents into a mammalian topic. In this case, it would
be more appropriate to use mammalian sub-categories, such
as primates or rodents. In this case, because the assignment
of a pair of articles depends on the other components of the
document set, this clustering task is relative clustering.

Word sense disambiguation is the task of dividing words
having the same spelling into clusters of uses of words hav-
ing the same semantics. For example, the word “bank” can
be placed in the cluster of financial meaning or in that of
geometrical meaning. If each target word is represented by
a vector that contains all the information about the context
of the word, the word can be categorized, without depend-
ing on the other words, into appropriate semantic categories.
Hence, this word sense disambiguation is absolute cluster-
ing.

The prediction of DNA sequence splicing can be consid-
ered a kind of clustering. The problem is to segment a
DNA sequence into exons (coding regions) and introns (non-
coding regions). To determine whether two nucleotides are
assigned to the same region or not, one must consider the
other nucleotides in the DNA sequence. Therefore, this
DNA sequence splicing task is relative clustering.

3. TYPES OF SUPERVISED CLUSTERING
To give a systematic point of view, we try to categorize

supervised clustering problems. As described above, this
categorization is closely related to notions of absolute and
relative clustering tasks. First, we classify clustering tasks
employing supervision as either constrained clustering or su-
pervised clustering. In this paper, if supervision informa-
tion is generalized, the clustering is supervised; otherwise,
it is constrained. We take an example to show this notion
more clearly. Wagstaff et al.’s COP-KMEANS [17] adopts
must/cannot links as the format of supervision. Must-(resp.
cannot-)linked pairs of objects should be assigned to the
same cluster (resp. different clusters). In this method, link
information is not generalized. That is, no information prop-
agates to any objects that lie in the neighbor regions of
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Figure 1: Three types of supervised clustering prob-
lems

the linked objects. Therefore, we treat this method as con-
strained clustering. There are several types of constraints,
such as the connectivity of objects [7] or the existence of
obstacles between objects [6, 16].

A supervised clustering is defined as a clustering problem
guided by the user’s supervision, and the supervision is fur-
ther generalized in the process of clustering. Based on the
format of input examples and the goal of the algorithm, we
further classify this supervised clustering into three types:
(a) transductive clustering, (b) semi-supervised clustering,
and (c) fully supervised clustering. These are summarized
in Figure 1.

The input format of transductive clustering (Figure 1(a))
is (X,Y ), where X ⊂ X is an object set and Y is a set of
supervisions for X. An example of Y is a set of object pairs
that are connected by must links. These supervisions are
generally assigned not to all the objects but to some of the
objects in X. The goal of this transductive clustering is to
divide the givenX into an appropriate partition, ĈX , guided
by the given supervision Y . We should notice that any new
objects that are not included inX cannot be clustered in this
transductive case. This is similar to transductive learning
[4] for a classification task.

The input format of semi-supervised clustering (Figure 1(b))
is the same as that of a transductive clustering, but the
goal is different. The goal of semi-supervised clustering is
to estimate a clustering function, π̂(·), that outputs the ap-

propriate partition, ĈXt , for any test object set, Xt ⊆ X ,
without direct reference to the supervision, Y . This function



is learned from the given training set, (X,Y ).
The goal of fully supervised clustering (Figure 1(c)) is the

same as that of a semi-supervised one, but the input format
differs. The input of a fully supervised clustering is a set,
{(X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), . . . , (XN , YN )}, where X1, . . . , XN ∈ X
are object sets and Yi is a set of supervisions for the Xi. We
here want to insist that the supervision information, Yi, is
valid only for the object set Xi. For example, assume that
Y1 contains a must link that connects two objects, x1,x2 ∈
X1. Even if both x1 and x2 are members of X2, this must
link in Y1 might not be valid for these objects in X2.

Note that in semi-supervised and fully supervised cluster-
ing, it is desirable for the estimated function π̂(X) to satisfy
equation (1), if the true clustering function π∗(X) is abso-
lute. However, this is not a necessary condition. This is
similar to the case of unbiasedness in a regression task. The
unbiasedness property is desirable, but in some cases, an es-
timator with a lower error can be acquired by ignoring this
property. Therefore, the user should determine whether the
estimated clustering function satisfies equation (1) depend-
ing on his/her choice.

We summarize the differences between the three types of
supervised clusterings as follows. First, the goal of trans-
ductive clustering is to partition a given object set, while
the goals of the other two types are to acquire a clustering
function that can partition any new set of objects. Fur-
ther, semi-supervised and fully supervised clusterings have
different input examples formats. In the former, inputs
are a single object set, X, and a set of supervisions, Y .
In the latter, the algorithm is given as a set of tuples,
{(X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), . . . , (XN , YN )}.

3.1 Examples of Three Types of Supervised
Clusterings

We next show examples of the above three types of super-
vised clusterings. An example of a transductive clustering
is MPCK-Means [2]. The objective function of the MPCK-
Means method is

Jmpckm =
∑
x∈X

(
‖xi − μli

‖2Ali
− log(det(A))

)

+
∑

(xi,xj)∈YM

wijfM (xi,xj)I[li �= lj ]

+
∑

(xi,xj)∈YC

w̄ijfC(xi,xj)I[li = lj ]. (3)

This method is outlined as follows. The first term of equa-
tion (3) represents the fitness to data. The second and third
terms are penalties for the violation of must links and cannot
links, respectively. YM and YC are sets of object pairs that
are connected by must-links and cannot-links, respectively.
The input of the MPCK-Means method is X together with
supervisions Y , consisting of these YM and YC . The goal of
this method is to find an appropriate partition of X so as
to optimize the objective function. Therefore, this method
is considered a kind of transductive clustering. Further ex-
amples of this type are [19, 12, 11].
There is a supervised clustering approach by which a dis-

tance function is first learned, and an object set is clustered
based on this learned distance function. Such methods are
considered semi-supervised clustering. As an example, we
summarize Xing et al.’s method [18]. The distance function

d(xi,xj) between two objects, xi and xj , is defined as

d(xi,xj) = ‖xi − xj‖A =
√

(xi − xj)�A(xi − xj),

where A is a semidefinite matrix. The supervision infor-
mation, Y , consists of must-linked and cannot-linked object
pairs, YM and YC , as in the above MPCK-Means method.
Matrix A is learned so as to optimize the following objective
function:

minA

∑
(xi,xj)∈YM ‖xi − xj‖A2 (4)

s.t.
∑

(xi,xj)∈YC

‖xi − xj‖A ≥ 1, and A is semidefinite.

Once the distance function is learned, for any pair of objects
in any object set, Xt ∈ X , the distances between the objects
can be calculated. Based on these distances, an appropri-
ate partition for Xt can be derived by using unsupervised
clustering algorithms. That is to say, the clustering func-
tion is composed of the acquired distance function and an
unsupervised clustering algorithm. Further examples of this
type are [14, 15, 10, 13, 1].

Let us stress again that transductive and semi-supervised
clustering differ in their goals. The goal of the former is par-
titioning the given X, while that of the latter is acquiring a
clustering function. Therefore, even after X is partitioned,
a transductive clustering method, such as MPCK-Means,
must be re-executed to partition another set X ′, and super-
vision information for X ′ has to be provided. On the other
hand, in the semi-supervised case, such as [18], any unseen
object sets can be clustered without referring to any super-
vision information. Accordingly, a semi-supervised cluster-
ing method must be used to partition any new object set.
On the other hand, for the aim of partitioning a given object
set, the transductive clustering method is preferred, because
generally speaking, one should not solve an overly difficult
problem. On the other hand, in order to partition a given
object set, the transductive clustering method is preferred
because, generally speaking, one should not solve an over-
difficult problem.

Finally, as an example of fully supervised clustering meth-
ods, we briefly show Kamishima et al.’s method [9]. Each
object set is represented by four types of attribute vectors.

• the object attribute, xi, represents features of objects,
such as the location of points.

• the pair attribute, pij , represents features between two
objects, xi and xj , such as the similarity between these
points.

• the cluster attribute, ck, represents features of a spe-
cific cluster, such as the number of objects in the clus-
ter.

• the partition attribute, C, represents the features of
the entire partition, such as the number of clusters.

In the learning stage, the following joint distribution is ac-
quired:

Pr[CX=C∗
X , {xi}, {pij}, {ck},C], (5)

where CX=C∗
X denotes an event where the partition CX

is equivalent to the appropriate partition C∗
X . This distri-

bution is approximated by the product of three types of
probabilistic mass/density distributions: Pr[CX=C∗

X |{xi},



{pij}], Pr[{ck}|CX=C∗
X ], and Pr[C|CX=C∗

X ]. Once this
distribution function is learned, for any object set, Xt, its
appropriate partition can be found so as to maximize this
distribution. Further examples of this type are [5, 8].

4. EFFECTS OF ABSOLUTE AND RELA-
TIVE CLUSTERING

As described in the introduction, depending on whether
the real clustering task is absolute or relative, three points
must be considered in the formalization of the task: the
representations of objects, types of supervisions, and infor-
mation provided by the features. We then describe each of
these points.

4.1 Three Types of Supervised Clusterings
We here summarize the relationships types of real clus-

tering tasks in section 2 and those of supervised clustering
problems in section 3. If the goal of a real task is to partition
the given object set, the task should be formulated as trans-
ductive clustering, regardless of whether the task is relative
or absolute. Otherwise, the goal is to acquire a clustering
function. In this case, absolute and relative clustering tasks
must be formulated as semi-supervised and fully supervised
clusterings, respectively. Below, we describe the reason for
this.

First, we consider a transductive case. The distinction
between absolute and relative clustering becomes apparent
when the contents of an object set change. In the example
of noun coreference (see the introduction), the assignment of
phrases was changed when sentence [B] was eliminated. Be-
cause the contents of an object set are fixed in this transduc-
tive case, there is no need to differentiate between absolute
and relative clustering.

Next, to learn a clustering function for a relative cluster-
ing task, the task must be formulated as a fully supervised
clustering problem. In this case, because equation (1) is not
satisfied, the supervision information, Yi, is valid only for
the object set, Xi. That is to say, even if two objects, x1

and x2, are contained in both X1 and X2, the must link
(x1,x2) ∈ Y1 might not be valid for X2. Therefore, a rel-
ative clustering task must be solved by a fully supervised
approach.
Finally, to learn a clustering function for an absolute clus-

tering task, the task should be formulated as a semi-supervised
clustering problem. If the format of the input examples
is the fully supervised type, a set of paris of object sets
and supervisions should be converted by transforming X =
X1 ∪ · · · ∪ XN and Y = Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ YN . In this case, due
to the property of equation (1), must and cannot links for
X1, . . . , XN are guaranteed to be valid in X. Therefore, by
using the transitivity of must and cannot links described
in section 2, more supervision information can be obtained.
Therefore, an absolute clustering task should be solved by a
semi-supervised approach. Note that it is possible to formal-
ize a relative clustering task as a fully supervised problem,
but it is inefficient. This is because given supervisions can be
augmented by merging object sets as above, and algorithms
for fully supervised problems are generally slower than those
for semi-supervised ones.
Two objects may be connected by both of must and can-

not links after the merger. Even in the semi-supervised case,
noise in the supervision might cause such an inconvenience.

In this case, it would be a good idea to add weights to these
links. For example, when x1 and x2 are connected by two
must links and one cannot link, these two objects are con-
nected by a must link with 2/3 weight and a cannot link
with 1/3 weight. On the other hand, for a relative cluster-
ing task, such a weighted approach should not be adopted.
This is because such disagreements in must and cannot links
are caused not by noise but by an intrinsic property of the
task.

4.2 The Type of Supervision
Labels are use occasionally to represent a supervision by

assigning the same label to objects in the same cluster. If all
possible labels are known a priori, the task is considered a
semi-supervised learning/classification [3]. However, if some
of the labels are unknown, the task can be considered a kind
of supervised clustering [20].

We next claim that such a label style cannot be used for
a relative clustering task. In label-style supervision, all the
objects having the same label should be assigned to the same
cluster independently of the other objects. That is to say,
such objects should be assigned to a specific absolute cluster
(see definition 2). If such an absolute cluster exists, the task
must be absolute clustering.

4.3 Information Provided by Features
To cluster a set of objects, the set must be represented by

features. We next discuss what kind of information should
be represented by features.

In the case of absolute clustering, to obtain an appropri-
ate partition, all that we have to do is to find the relation-
ship between each object and an unknown absolute cluster.
Because such relationships should be findable by consider-
ing the features of each object, it is sufficient to represent
the objects by their features. In our example of a reference
matching problem (see the introduction), given one refer-
ence string, i.e, the features of the object, the string should
be related to some paper that corresponds to a hidden ab-
solute cluster, without the need to check any other citation
strings.

In the case of relative clustering, to cluster an object,
we must consider its relationships to the other objects. To
perform a noun coreference example (see the introduction),
anaphora must be resolved. To determine whether phrase (1)
is an antecedent of phrase (4), phrases (2) and (3) must be
taken into account. Therefore, to perform a relative cluster-
ing task, at least the features between pairs of objects have
to be provided. In this example, features assigned between
the two phrases should convey information, e.g., the number
of phrases between these two phrases or an order of them.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a distinction between absolute

and relative clustering tasks, which are determined by the
condition of equation (1). Next, we systematically classi-
fied supervised clustering problems as transductive, semi-
supervised, and fully supervised. If the goal of a task is to
partition a given object set, the task should be formulated
as transductive clustering. If the goal is to learn a clustering
function, the task should be formulated as a semi-supervised
problem for absolute clustering, and as a fully supervised
problem for relative clustering. Additionally, when formu-
lating a relative clustering task, label-type supervision can-



not be used, and features to represent relationships among
objects must be provided.
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